
 

 
Columbia Planning & Zoning Commission 

Meeting Recap 
Council Chambers, Columbia City Hall 

7:00 PM Thursday, March 7, 2019 
 

CALL TO ORDER    (Members present: Loe, Rushing, Toohey, Burns, Harder, MacMann, Stanton, 
Russell.) 

   (Members absent: Strodtman.) 

        

APPROVAL OF AGENDA (Agenda approved as submitted.) 
 

 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES (February 21, 2019 meeting minutes approved as submitted.) 
     

WITHDRAWN ITEMS 
Case # 47-2019 
A request by Crockett Engineering Consultants (agent), on behalf of JQB Construction, Inc (owner), 
seeking permanent R-1 (One-family Dwelling) zoning, upon annexation, for a 0.92-acre parcel located on 
the west side of Scott Boulevard approximately 1,150 feet south of Sawgrass Drive and addressed as 
5025 Scott Boulevard. The subject parcel is currently zoned Boone County A-2 (Agriculture) and is 
undeveloped. (The applicant has requested that this item be withdrawn). 
(Action: This item was withdrawn as requested. Staff noted that the applicant has acquired some 
additional adjoining property to the north and south and a new request may be submitted in the 
future.) 
 
Case # 57-2019 
A request by Crockett Engineering Consultants (agent), on behalf of JQB Construction, Inc (owner), 
seeking approval of a 1-lot final plat to be known as "Sawgrass Estate, Plat No. 1". The 0.92-acre subject 
parcel is located on the west side of Scott Boulevard approximately 1, 150 feet south of Sawgrass Drive 
and addressed as 5025 Scott Boulevard. (The applicant has requested that this item be withdrawn). 
(Action: The item was withdrawn as requested.) 
 

SPECIAL ITEMS 
Case # 31-2019 
A request by the City of Columbia to amend Chapter 29, Sections 29-1.11 [Definitions] and 29-3.3 [Use-
Specific Standards] of the City Code relating to the revision of the definitions for “hotel” and “bed and 
breakfast”, creation of a definitions for “short-term rental” and “transient guest”, and creation of new 

http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=ce1bde09-ff58-426d-897f-0570d39f17d7.docx


 

use-specific standards governing the establishment and operation of a short-term rentals inside the 
City’s corporate limits. The purpose of this hearing is to solicit additional public input on this matter - no 
Planning and Zoning Commission action is anticipated. 
(Action: City staff presented a preliminary report that provided an overview of public meetings and 
information sessions relating to this topic ranging in time from November of 2017 to the present. This is 
a continuation of ongoing discussions relating to this topic. 
 
The staff then presented highlights of a new DRAFT set of regulations that would pertain to short-term 
rentals, and that replaces an earlier version presented in December 2018. This is the third iteration of 
the ordinance which started as an effort to impose a lodging tax on short-term rentals. 
 
Proposed Text Amendment (dated 3-1-19) (CLICK LINK FOR COMPLETE TEXT) 
 
Changes to the draft ordinance came from comments received during the interim time period. The 
major changes from the earlier draft are summarized as follows: 

1. Definition of “owner hosted” or “non-owner hosted”. 
The duration of time differentiating “owner hosted” versus “non-owner hosted” have been 
reduced from 330 calendar days to 270 calendar days. 
2. Administrative approvals. 
Administrative approvals of an “owner-hosted” STR, in the R-1 zoning district, have been 
eliminated. Administrative approval retained in all other zoning districts subject to a maximum 
transient occupancy load (no more than 4 guests) and compliance with the supplemental use-
specific standards. This means that ANY short-term rentals in R-1 would require a conditional 
use permit. 
3. Sleeping room limits per STR dwelling 
Provisions relating to limits on the number of sleeping rooms within a dwelling unit have been 
eliminated. Requirement that sleeping rooms meet the minimum requirements of the 
International Property Maintenance Code have been retained. 
4. Option to increase “transient guest” occupancy and removal of “minor child” exemption. 
Council may establish higher occupancy limits for “transient guests” per conditional use 
approval. This change is proposed in connection with removal of the “minor child” exception as 
previously proposed. Pursuant to the adopted State definition of a “transient guest” any person 
(minor or adult), not including the property owner or their family, would count toward the 
maximum occupancy of an STR. 
5. GIS Map Database. 
Supplemental provisions providing for the creation of a GIS Map Database have been 
eliminated. Creation of a database, utilizing information provided as part of the registration 
process, is considered an administrative function not a regulatory one. So, this may occur, but 
may not require a change in the city code. 
6. Adjacent property owner notification. 
Provisions modified to clarify notification will only be provided upon application for conditional 
use permit – not all application types. Notification will be in accordance with UDC adopted 
notification procedures. 
7. Proof of Ownership 
Proof of ownership will be required to be provided annually, but not at the time of ownership 
change. A business license may be a likely outcome of adopting this part of the proposal, but 
that has not been specifically determined. 
8. Dual Rental Designation 

http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=69d4698c-320d-40c5-96a5-e4ab8873afd7.pdf


 

New paragraph created to better separate provisions. 
9. Short-term Rental Certificate of Compliance Posting 
Provisions created that requires conspicuous posting of issued short-term rental certificate of 
compliance or availability to produce upon request by law or compliance officer. This is how 
current long-term rentals are regulated. We are NOT applying the definition of family to short-
term rentals. 
10. Rental Platform Identification 
New provisions required at initial STR application and annually thereafter for assistance in 
periodic compliance checks. 
11. Dwelling Unit Usage. 
Provisions modified for clarity. The description has been simplified and prohibitions on uses 
such as parties or receptions have been eliminated. Nuisance rules will still apply, however.  

 
Staff also indicated that, in their opinion, short term rentals ARE a commercial use. So are long-term 
rentals. The difference is in the intensity. Home occupations are also commercial, but specifically 
allowed in the code. Staff believes they are proposing a level playing field and the short-term rental use 
is less intense than a traditional Bed and Breakfast. Hotels are certainly the most intense. In Bed and 
Breakfasts, renting by the ROOM is more intense than renting by the house. Under this structure, you 
will not be able to have multiple renters in a single place like in a traditional B&B, but it is still a 
commercial use.  
 
In some cases, items in the new ordinance draft appear in bold text to make sure that people 
understand the differences. In some cases, definitions change in the zoning code, but may not match 
definitions of the same term in the taxation code. Staff has attempted to point out those differences. 
 
Toohey asked if we are going to keep referring to the Rental Conservation Ordinance, why do we not 
simply make changes to that part of the code instead of trying to change the zoning ordinance? Staff 
said that the Rental Conservation Ordinance deals with public safety and other factors. This has to do 
with land use. This allows us to deal with land use. The Rental Conservation clauses do not deal with 
that at all. We believe it is within our police powers to impose these restrictions and so we want to 
embed this in the code. Toohey asked about owners who have ADUs and elect to use the accessory unit 
instead of the main home. Would they be required to make a change in registration? Staff indicated that 
they would. Toohey then asked about allowed signage. Staff said that they included this restriction, but 
that what they included matches existing rules. 
 
Toohey asked if conditional use permits have to go through both P&Z and the City Council? Staff said 
that right now it would have to go through both P&Z and Council, but that there could be a new way to 
do this that would refer permits to the Board of Adjustment, but none of that has been determined at 
this point. 
 
The chair asked if anyone has had any ex parte communications on this issue. If any commissioners feel 
like they need to make such a declaration they may, but it is not required in this instance. Burns 
disclosed that she has attended meetings sponsored by the CVB and neighborhood association 
meetings. Toohey also indicated that he has attended meetings and that any groups he works with have 
submitted their opinions in writing for consideration by all commissioners. 
 
The public listening session was opened. 
 



 

The first speaker indicated that his wife sits on the P&Z commission, and he was coming forward to 
oppose short-term rentals of any type in R-1 districts. He does not like the changes that will allow more 
individuals to occupy short-term rentals through a conditional use permit. He then addressed an earlier 
question from Stanton asking how you could prohibit all short-term rentals in an R-1 zoning district. The 
speaker indicated that he has lived in the area for many years and that he did not believe commercial 
uses like this were compatible with the nature of the residential neighborhood. 
 
The discussion then turned to the idea of how prevalent this problem is and whether a new rule should 
be addressed to one or two neighborhoods or if it should be enforceable across the city as a whole. 
 
Rushing asked if the speaker would treat R-1 property owners differently than R-2 owners? The speaker 
thought that the commission should decide that and understands that idea. Stanton asked if it was 
different if the owner of the house was present when other people rent? The speaker said there might 
be some lesser impact, but he does not want to introduce the general allowance of short-term rentals in 
a family neighborhood. You will still have the impact of cars, noise, etc. MacMann thought the speaker 
implied that current rules are insufficient. What is the answer to this question? The speaker said he does 
not have all the answers, but he wants to put the money into this and change the rules so that 
neighbors could have some immediate relief. He would not agree to change his view on this, even if 
violators were required to pay a fee for current rule infractions. 
 
The next speaker opposes short-term rentals in neighborhoods. However, he also believes that vacant 
houses are ruinous to neighborhoods. He fears that short-term rental occupants don’t always follow the 
same rules that people who live there all the time. However, he also fears empty homes. If the home is 
vacant, you can’t talk to anyone about addressing a problem. AirBnB is a new, disruptive technology. 
Neighborhoods are supposed to be welcoming places. We want the city to be welcoming and safe.     
The speaker did not favor having co-registration of a single property. He fears that there will be people 
who game the system. He wants all short-term rentals to be in R-1 and R-2, NOT in R-MF at all. Stanton 
asked about people who like to stay in historic neighborhoods and asked if that was not a positive thing? 
The speaker admitted it was, but that is not always the circumstance. Stanton asked if you had to pick 
the lesser of two evils, would you pick short terms rentals where an owner was present or where the 
owner might not be present? The speaker agreed that hosted rentals was a way better idea. The 
speaker was not really aware of any hosted rentals in his neighborhood, but knew that there were 4 or 5 
non-hosted rentals. MacMann asked if the speaker would be interested in adjudicating this through the 
Board of Adjustment. The speaker, who sits on the BOA, said he could see some problems because it is a 
quasi-judicial body and that this would create an additional burden on the commission. He really felt 
that the conditional use process would benefit his neighborhood. MacMann mentioned that New 
Orleans rolled back their tolerance for STRs. That left a lot of people up in the air. He asked about non-
owner-occupied properties in the speaker’s neighborhood. The speaker said one owner announced that 
he was going to build ultra-luxury apartments, but that the occupancy for such units has been low. Then, 
the properties go unused. He thinks vacancy is a problem. The speaker thought short-term rentals put 
upward pressure on housing prices in this neighborhood. It is only available to speculators and 
developers. The speaker said he is not aware of all pricing in the neighborhood. Most lots are only ¼ of 
an acre and you can’t really do much with that. 
 
The next speaker indicated that the previous speaker is his friend, but he disagrees with him. He owns 
one non-owner-occupied short-term rental. It was previously a long-term rental. He had worse 
problems with long-term rentals. His short-term rentals have been much more positive. He indicated 
that a small family of 4 people used his home for a swim meet and that it works out better for the 



 

occupants and them. He then read occupant comments. They indicated that they enjoyed living in a nice 
neighborhood for a short time. Other comments indicated that people used Lakota Coffee and the 
Winery while they were in town. My feeling is that short-term rentals are LESS intensive, not more 
intensive than longer term rentals because people are not there every day. Do NOT make conditional 
use in R-1. Please consider the kinds of people who are using these facilities. These are the kinds of 
people we want visiting our community. Stanton believes in letting the industry regular themselves. 
How can we make everyone have the same good outcome you have had? 
 
The speaker indicated that he responds immediately to problems with guests, but that it has not come 
to that. In fact, surrounding neighbors have said they liked it. He is running a non-owner-occupied unit 
and it works well. He opposes requiring a conditional use permit. Stanton said that maybe the speaker is 
an exception to the rule. The speaker said maybe you haven’t heard from enough people who run these. 
Stanton wanted to know how the industry can be self-regulating without government interference. The 
speaker said he spends more time keeping up with his property than his long-term properties. The 
speaker suggested that we do have a police force for nuisance complaints and people should use that 
option. I don’t k now how it will self-police, but I don’t think it is as big a problem as opponents have 
made it out to be. 
 
The next speaker has submitted earlier written comments and encouraged people to read what he 
wrote. He then referred to the definition of a hotel. It changed the time to 31 days. As citizens and 
homeowners, who are we to look to for rules and laws about use? When they are not enforced, what 
option doe we have? We should look to you, the city, to protect us. He apologized to Ms. Rushing for 
seeming to only focus on R-1 vs. R-2 neighborhoods. He explained that he was talking about his personal 
experiences in R-1 but was not trying to push short-term housing into zoning classifications outside of 
his own. Rushing felt like the earlier statements seemed like R-2 was less important. She said if you say 
you don’t want this in R-1, but it can be allowed in R-2, she thinks it puts lesser value on those 
neighborhoods. The speaker said he did not create the zoning classifications, these are the work of P&Z 
and the council. These have already been passed. 
 
Mac Mann asked if the speaker had a solution? The speaker said that these are pop up businesses and 
that if we don’t regulate or register them, then what? Their Tuesday night is our Friday night. We don’t 
know what to expect. He replied to Toohey’s question about why disallowing this current use would not 
be considered to be a taking? The speaker said look at your own definition of a hotel because that is in 
essence what short-term rentals are. Toohey said this is reducing something that is already allowed – 
and that is a taking. The speaker suggested he look at his own code. 
 
Mr. Zenner was asked about fees, enforcement and administration. Staff said that before they develop 
any administrative construct, they have to determine what kinds of standards might ultimately be 
desired by the council. Until they know that, they can’t spend time trying to develop specific 
implementation rules until they know where to go. It would be premature to do it now. Before we do 
anything like that, we will be asked by city council to develop a whole list of procedures. That is not 
what we should be talking about here. We can discuss that then, but not now and we will do that at the 
appropriate time.  
 
The question is what standards should go forward. We are discussing amending the code - if a hotel 
should be included or not included in certain uses. Should we consider short-term rentals as hotels? 
Right now, we don’t think it is a hotel, so the two things are different. We are trying to cone up with a 
new definition to treat short-term rentals independently. 



 

 
The next speaker indicated that she has lived here for 40 years. She is an empty nester in a 4-bedroom 
home. She has been an AirBnB host for 2 years. She has had no problem guests. Tonight, she came late 
because she wanted to meet the people who are staying there for a swim might tonight. She has some 
doctors who are coming back in March. She had some people in for True False. She had some people in 
who are visiting professors. She has had no parties and her neighbors know about this. My yard looks 
great. I think your proposed rules will but undue burdens on us. 60% of people rent in this town. A 
bunch of homes in my neighborhood were bought by parents for students. That didn’t work very well at 
first, but we got that worked out. I do not want a conditional use permit. I don’t think we need it. Most 
AirBnBs I know of are run by empty nesters. I stayed in some San Francisco short-term rentals. They 
have different rules. I feel like there is input from some neighborhoods that is unwarranted. Why don’t 
you just call the police if there is a problem? 
 
Toohey asked if rental owners had to get a conditional use permit, would they be able to hire an 
attorney? The speaker said that would be an additional expense. That would be a burden. I also don’t 
like the rule that you have to live there 270 days out of the year. There are a lot of burdens.  
 
Stanton said he likes hearing the success stories, but he wants the industry to regulate itself so he 
doesn’t have to. How can we make this work? The speaker said she screens everyone. They screen us. 
But Stanton said not everyone subscribes to the same platform. Is everyone a part of some franchise 
system? The speaker said her friends are. Stanton wanted to know how to fix the bad players. The 
speaker said she thought enforcement of current rules works best. Also, why not complain directly to 
AirBnB and report them as a nuisance? Nobody wants a good reputation tarnished. She had one kid not 
show up, so I gave him his money back even though I was not required to. If I go down my block, there 
are people who like having people come into the neighborhood. I’m not talking about a lot of cars. 
Private homes have more cars in front of them than me. Some of the loveliest people I have ever met 
come to my AirBnb. You tell people what to expect. I live in my house. I also have a way to host 
somebody when I am gone but it works just fine. I am already booking for next October. This helps me 
stay in my home as a retiree. I have made one modification to my home to help do this. I put in a 
doorway with a lock so I have more privacy. I don’t think I could do that under the new proposal. 
 
The next speaker indicated that he has been in real estate for more than 30 years and that he has been 
active in his neighborhood association. He cited a speaker from the earlier city council meeting. He 
suggested that that speaker said maybe the staff is not listening to the people who are affected. He 
suggested that Pat Bess manages many neighborhoods. She said that there is no way that our people in 
our homeowners’ associations want this in their neighborhoods. The speaker suggested that she will be 
there next time to speak about this issue. He has seen problems in his neighborhood. It’s tough to 
enforce. I have been to the meetings. I think the fear is coming from investment real estate people. I 
think they are looking at this because student enrollments are down. About the people who think they 
are just making a few bucks, they don’t have the right to rent out their homes every night.  
 
The speaker asked Toohey if he was prepared to have Realtors disclose who might be doing something 
next door. He then went to the taxation question. He said that nobody said that we should change our 
zoning just so we could tax them. Then he brought up the staff and thinks they are not listening and that 
there is no enforcement, so we need to keep the ordinances we have now, and if you have agreed to do 
this, and you do something wrong, then you pay a fine. We can do this online. We need everyone to 
register. Maybe it’s a good time to be later than first on this. Maybe we shouldn’t do anything. This 
could ruin the social fabric of neighborhoods. 



 

 
Toohey indicated that Realtors do NOT have the obligation to disclose what neighboring property 
owners do with their properties. Why don’t we just rely on covenants. The speaker said that those can 
work, but sometimes people just ignore those rules and then it requires a lawsuit. Not everyone in a 
neighborhood is on the same schedule. You may not be required to disclose as a Realtor, but it would be 
ethical. He indicated that he has never been through the conditional use process, but he thought that 
might be reasonable. He did not think that the burden would be too great as a one-time cost. What if 
you don’t get approved? Well, you should probably figure that out in advance.  
 
Stanton asked if the speaker supported owner-hosted short-term rentals, straight up or down question? 
The speaker said he thought some people would claim to be hosted, and aren’t, and they would cheat 
the system. We have had problems with the city on simple occupancy questions. If you are the neighbor, 
how does a neighbor prove a violation? We see that with long-term rentals, too. The burden of proof is 
on the neighbors now. Now we are getting ready to put the burden on the people renting their 
properties. You could do this in all kinds of different zoning classifications. Stanton asked if the speaker 
was OK with non-owner-occupied hosts in other neighborhoods. The speaker said he didn’t 
differentiate. 
 
Stanton then indicated that some of his ancestors didn’t stay in hotels because they couldn’t, so they 
stayed in people’s homes. He likes that tradition. How do you MAKE people comply with rules? The 
speaker did not know and thought that some people will always break the law. He knows that people 
have lived in boarding homes in the past. We outlawed boarding homes that were rowdy back in the 
day. Maybe we have to learn the lesson again. We should be able to have the quiet enjoyment of our 
homes. The speaker said we have had some bed and breakfasts, but they have been very few. I don’t 
like the pop-up nature of these. Maybe we have to learn from the lessons of New Orleans. This is not 
just about the Grasslands. We think the community deserves better. Pat Fowler has worked hard to 
stabilize her neighborhood. The use of homes as rentals does not always match up with the schedules of 
people who live there. 
 
A ten-minute recess was called. The chair called the meeting to order after the break. 
 
The next speaker indicated that she has owner her home for 30 years. It has a mother-in-law apartment. 
She has had tenants and it has always been inspected over the years. She now rents it out as an AirBnB. 
She is now an empty nester and it works out great. She is shocked. She believes that most AirBnB 
owners have had great experiences. The guests are sports kids, sorority moms and daughters, etc. Why 
can’t neighborhood covenants cover this? Her neighborhood has some rentals in the area. Someone 
mentioned business licenses. She didn’t need a business license for a long-term rental when she rented 
it that way. Could someone explain that? Will there be a penalty on me in terms of regulation and cost 
just for trying to rent out empty space? I have driveway space. My neighbors know what I do. There 
were no parking issues. She did not know how this would work out. MacMann indicated that the 
speaker has an R-1 property. 
 
The next speaker appeared on behalf of the Columbia Apartment Association. The largest problem is 
that somehow renters are considered to be bad people and that that seems to be the assumption. 
People who own homes are not necessarily more likely to not have parties, pick up trash, pick up toys, 
etc. Yet we use these assumptions to craft public policy. You have cited the Rental Conservation Law. 
Let’s make this come under the same rules. Don’t make new rules for short-term rentals then apply 
them to long-term rentals. It is daunting to imagine the hundreds of properties that will have to go 



 

through this process just to comply. Such a process will eliminate a lot of people from being able to 
participate. This will actually increase the cost to long term renters because this allows rental owners to 
recoup cost in another way. Please allow people to assume responsibility for their own property upkeep. 
These new rules will prohibit families from staying together, people coming in to funerals, people 
coming to sporting events. Why not allow entire homes to be rented.  
 
By the way, how do you use 25% of a tri-plex? That rule means none of the building would be usable. 
People don’t understand how this market works. Some people rent out short-term rentals, then extend 
the lease for weeks at a time. This should be based on legal bedrooms, not limited by familial status that 
is at odds with Fair Housing rules. We think there are better ways to enforce this under current laws. Loe 
asked if the speaker considers hotel guests to be renters or citizens? She said hotel guests could be 
considered to be renters, but it is difficult to describe people who live in a place as a citizen, although 
there are people who move in and out and could be a resident of the community. Really, we think that 
short-term rentals and long-term rentals blend together and that over time there will be some rules that 
start to be applied to long-term rentals. We fear that.  
 
Don’t assume that only renters make bad decisions. Some homeowners do the same. Loe said the 
speaker was blending short term and long term. The speaker said that is because it really happens that 
way and there is that potential and that could happen over time. Do not use the theory that renters are 
bad people. Don’t allow this to be established on that basis. 
 
The next speaker wanted to address a specific aspect of this rule. It has to do with property registration. 
The clause indicates that if you make registration it automatically subjects the owner to arbitrary 
inspection. It’s like if you make registration of your car permission to search your car. This is addressed 
in state law. This is addressed in the Rental Conservation law. You have to get a warrant to inspect. The 
owner can be held liable for a renter’s wrongdoing and automatic search. This is not right. It is a blatant 
violation of city law and the U.S. Constitution. You need to include that warrants would be required and 
acknowledged for inspections to occur. This is not good for us and our renters. I think some 
neighborhoods will be fine with these new rules, and other neighborhoods like the Grasslands will not 
like it. 
 
The next speaker stated that they have a covenant that prohibits AirBnBs in his neighborhood. 
Nevertheless, his neighbor rents out a short-term rental. Once they had two guys from Fort Leonard 
Wood fighting in the street. My neighbor couldn’t stop it. You need to stand up for homeowners and 
stop this. Toohey asked if the speaker reported this incident. The speaker said he did and AirBnB would 
not accept the paper work. I’ve tried everything else and that’s why I am here at 9 o’clock at night testify 
against short-term rentals. 
 
The next speaker represents the Columbia Real Estate Investors Association. We recognize the ability of 
the city to collect taxes. We also believe in the safety of neighbor hoods. We support the same goals. 
We just have a different way to get there. First, include the Rental Conservation Law rules, because 
those meet the needs for regulation. You can always pull a certificate for non-compliance under that set 
of rules. We do not support the use of conditional use permits. There is no difference between owner 
occupied and non-owner-occupied places. Tenants are tenants. There are only a small number of 
problems that have been identified. It does not justify over regulation of everyone. 
 
We also need to re-look at the number of guests. Treat them all the same across zones in terms of short 
and long-term rentals. Also, the intensity of use for short-term rentals is actually less than long-term 



 

rentals. Burns asked if the speaker would support the current rules for occupancy. The speaker agreed, 
but did think that downtown rooms should be able to be rented by the room. Stanton asked if the 
speaker supported owner-hosted rentals? The speaker said he supports them all. Stanton also asked if 
the speaker understood that when you give an inch, people take a mile. We are the Wild Wild West right 
now. The speaker said just put it under the rental conservation law. You can pull the certificate. We have 
teeth in those rules without creating something new. Stanton then asked if everyone doing short-term 
rentals is under some umbrella of a platform? The speaker said most people do this through a national 
platform. Stanton asked what if someone was a freelance? He said there are people who are bad actors 
in every sector. We say, have some rules, weed out the bad actors, but we already have a way to do 
that. 
 
The next speaker stated that he is a long-term and short- term rental operator. He has met some great 
people through short-term rentals. Most of our renters are traveling nurses. We had someone book 
today who had a kid that needed surgery. We have never had bad parties. We have had people go 
through graduation, and there might have been a little rally, but they are not any worse than people 
who don’t take care of their personal property. We just had True False. We accommodated those 
people. We need this. The hotels will get the most business. We are the overflow. Loe said that this does 
not outlaw AirBnBs. He said he will follow the rules, but this could drive out good operators. Stanton 
said that the speaker said he was a commercial operator. He will comply. But, he thinks that little 
operators will be forced out, and they will be forced out for no good reason and they are not causing the 
problems. 
 
The next speaker talked about the Fresh Start Housing program who make affordable housing available 
for people in transition. We work with social services to house people. Is transitional housing going to 
fall under these rules or can we be exempt? We can’t live under the new rules because we don’t fit any 
of these categories very well. Staff said that group homes and small group homes are considered to be 
in a different category and so such facilities should not be affected. Staff said that her case would not be 
considered to be a short-term rental. Staff would be happy to help the speaker work this out. 
 
Another speaker indicated that this could truly affect affordable housing costs – and they have had 
many stories of positive experiences. She believed that when she bought her home, she did not expect 
any commercial use to occur next to her. We have an AirBnB ordinance on the books. Modify that. 
Toohey asked about the speaker’s attitude toward the UDO and how cumbersome it was. Has that 
changed? The speaker replied that this is something a little different. I think the burden should be on 
both parties. Toohey asked if any other businesses operated in her neighborhood? She did not know of 
any. 
 
Stanton asked if she would support short-term rentals in single-family neighborhoods. She said no. 
MacMann asked if the speaker asked if her rights to use her property were equivalent to the rights of 
other people who own property around her. What about other businesses in her neighborhood? She 
said nothing seemed to be impacting her. 
 
The next speaker has run an AirBnB for 2. 5 years. He rents out his residence. It is where his mail goes 
and where he keeps his stuff. He only rents out one part of his home. He could also rent the whole thing 
on a long-term basis. This is his most expensive asset. It is his neighborhood, too. I keep up the property. 
I don’t know if the new rules will work for me. I am 33. I am not married. I visit out of town frequently. I 
don’t know if I will meet the rules for residency. I know staff has worked on this. Maybe the conditional 
use process would be useful if you want neighbors to be able to express concern. Also, we are not New 



 

Orleans. We are not Hazelwood. We are not equivalent. Burns asked if his house was under covenants? 
He did not think so. 
 
The next speaker was an attorney representing the Grasslands. He noted that many people base their 
opinions on their own personal experiences. He also stated that they do need to get in to the details of 
enforcement. He stated that in the Grasslands there was a place that slept 20 people, provided a bar 
service and that neighbors have turned them into the city but nothing happened. We need rules to 
inhibit the bad actors. 
Someone could build a restaurant in R-1. It might go well, but we need to protect against the bad actors. 
That’s why we limit commercial operations in neighborhoods. What we want is the same kind of rule 
applied to traditional Bed and Breakfasts. The Bed and Breakfasts have broad rules. We want to allow 
some short-term rentals, but with conditional use regulations. There is a cost to doing business. Short 
Term rentals are a business. There needs to be some regulation. Toohey asked how this is not a taking. 
The speaker indicated that there is not an allowance for commercial uses in R-1 except for home-based 
businesses. Toohey stated that it is not specifically prohibited now, so it is allowed, and this would be 
considered to be a taking of an existing right. The speaker disagreed with that interpretation. Toohey 
asked how much it would cost an individual property owner to hire an attorney to get through the 
conditional use process? The speaker did not know and noted that every case is different. 
 
Stanton asked about owner-hosted or non-owner-hosted. The speaker said they are the same. The 
speaker said you can invite anyone in to your house you want if you are a private homeowner. But, if 
you want to charge money, you need to fall under regulation. So, do you think that a short-term rental 
should be treated like the Hilton? The speaker thought they should be treated like bed and breakfasts. 
 
Toohey asked about long-term and short-term rentals. The speaker indicated that insurance coverage is 
different for hotels, bed and breakfasts and there is not one for rentals. Are there any other businesses 
operating in the Grasslands that you know of? The speaker replied that he did not know of any. 
MacMann noted that he thought some neighborhoods are affected more than others. He thought if the 
current laws were enforced we would not be here tonight. The speaker did not respond. 
 
The next speaker said he owns multiple properties that are both owner-occupied and non-owner- 
occupied. They are close to the Stadium. There are some renters and some long-term families on our 
street. We have rented to more than 300 groups. We have only had two groups that we have given poor 
ratings to. We reported them, then they asked us to give them a better rating because it affected their 
ability to rent somewhere else. We do have our own rental agreements in addition to the AirBnB 
agreements. We don’t allow parties. We also charge a deposit so everyone has some skin in the game. 
We also try to be neighborly and our neighbors know how to get in touch with us or call the police. 
Stanton asked who he worked with. The speaker said that HomeAway (VRBO) and AirBnB are the most 
frequently used platforms. Would you be willing to insist that anyone who does this in town should be a 
part of a major platform? The speaker thought that was a good idea because of all the checks in the 
system. He did not say if people should be required to use one specific platform. 
 
The public session was closed. 
 
Staff indicated that they will address some aspects of tonight’s testimony in just a bit. Staff noted that 
Stanton has asked about the requirement to be a part of any specific franchise or platform. The City 
cannot do that. However, we can monitor the way that those properties are listed and they can spot 
violations through those channels. We have not fully vetted this until we find out how council wants us 



 

to proceed. Staff also said that there is some question about transient guest numbers. It is very clear. 
You can have three transient gusts in R-1 right out of the gate. That is in the Rental Conservation code. 
In R-2, you start at 4. In this case, if you have a 4-or-5-bedroom home, you might be allowed to have 
more transient guests through the conditional use process. The basic standards are already in Article 6 
of the code. There is also an R-2 and R-MF rule that could allow for administrative approval. In R-1, it 
requires conditional use. Square footage is what defines a sleeping room and sleeping space in the 
Property Maintenance Code. We are not allowing for space, just for an additional room. Those are the 
options envisioned. 
 
We want to make the definition of transient guest match the code for purposes of taxation, and that 
means we have to define short-term rentals and bed and breakfasts in the same manner we do hotels 
for consistency. That is why we are doing this. 
 
Commissioner Russell thought we should have a worksession to discuss this further. MacMann agreed. A 
motion to continue the hearing to April 18th with a worksession on March 21 was made and seconded. 
The motion was approved unanimously.) 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 
(None.) 

 
STAFF COMMENTS 

The next meeting will occur on March 21. 
Several items will be on that agenda: 

Tandy’s addition 
TRS property on St. Charles 
Centerstate Plat 14 – Revisiting a previously denied item with a revised plan 
Bearfield Plaza – Frontage along Grindstone and a parcel next to the carwash (PD Plan) 

In addition, we will also distribute a new CIP Budget link and that will need to be discussed on April 4 in 
the worksession. We will also be bringing a text change to the UDC regarding street trees. There are 
conflicts with utilities, sight-lines and some other factors that require us to revisit these rules. We need 
to make sure that people know what the rules will be when they begin construction. We need to get this 
to you as soon as possible. 
 
We will also address the issue of medical marijuana distribution locations at the second meeting in April. 
We may also have to schedule additional meetings to address updates and Comprehensive Plan 
updates. We have a lot of updates ahead of us. Sorry for the heavier than expected workload. 
 

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS 
(None.) 

NEXT MEETING DATE - March 21, 2019 @ 7 pm 
 

ADJOURNMENT  
(Time: 10:25PM) 
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